BIG DATA in Medical Affairs

“Text mining and Analytics”
Big Data as a source for Text Mining and Analytics

Text mining is a process of gaining essential and important information out of a text. This information can be derived and further enhanced by analyzing the patterns and trends. The term text analytics describes a set of linguistic, statistical and machine learning techniques that model and structure the information content of textual sources for business intelligence, exploratory data analysis, research, or investigation.

Most of data that life sciences industry generated were in unstructured formats more so text, growing rapidly in size and importance. This data with volume, velocity and variety over the time is taking a shape of Big Data. As text data are mostly semi-structured or unstructured, to bring out meaningful information out of such data, becomes a huge challenge for many companies. Use of analytical approaches and statistics like weighting, term frequency, document frequency, scaling, classification, clustering, segmentation and regression we can give some direction to unstructured text.

Text analytics an emerging technology is still being discovered everyday by organizations, so that meaning out of large volumes of unstructured text can be derived. It is being used in applications by numerous industries, which also include Life Sciences companies, who are mining text data sources to find answers to their subject of interest like efficacy issues, safety signals, discovering unknown patterns and causes or to identify promising drug candidates. With the emergence of web and social media, availability of information from various sources has increased rapidly which if mined properly can uncover valuable insights and probable solutions which were never thought of before.

Importance of Text Analytics

Vast amounts of new information and data generated everyday have significant potential economic and social value. Techniques such as text mining and analytics are being used to enhance this potential. Companies use such techniques to analyze industry, customer and competitor data in order to improve upon various key areas like profitability, market share and competitiveness among others.

Various ways in which text analytics is helping in finding greater insights are:

- Information Retrieval
- Text Classification
- Pattern Recognition
- Information Extraction
- Text mining
- Integration
- Visualization
- Prediction
- Entity recognition
- Finding trends, causes and patterns
- Sentiment Analysis

One area that can benefit from literature mining is the automatic identification of a large number of potential drug-drug interactions (DDI). Biomedical literature mining can aid by extracting relevant DDI
signals from either the published literature or from available large clinical databases. Pharmacogenomics is another area where text analysis can aid in knowing how genetic makeup affects an individual’s response to drugs. Text analysis can also come handy in bringing out relations between biomedical entities identified by Biological named entity recognition.

**Role of Medical Affairs**

Most of the Pharmaceutical companies have positioned their Medical Affairs groups in a leadership role for bringing high efficacy and safe products to market successfully. As a result, the group’s scope of responsibility has stretched beyond providing medical and scientific information to participating in all aspects of the drug process from discovery to post product launch.

In the past few years medical affairs vertical has matured and evolved to add new responsibilities. As per survey which was conducted by Cutting Edge Information, in recent time 35% of medical affairs groups have been adding the responsibilities of health economics and outcomes research (HEOR). Now even Drug companies are looking at providing more detailed patient outcome results/data to prove the value of their products. With raising cost of healthcare it is becoming invaluable for all the stakeholders.

Pharmaceutical companies are required to adhere to pharma-covigilance regulations and guidelines. Specific to detecting safety signals from the published literature, these guidelines state that a stipulated number of internationally recognized literatures from the databases should be searched at least monthly. It is also required that periodic updated reports on safety should have abstract and references from available literature, including relevant published summary from meetings or discussions containing important positive or negative findings on safety. The process requires that the published scientific and medical literatures must be assessed on a regular basis.

**Use of Big data in Medical Affairs**

In order to achieve the performance excellence that gives a company the competitive edge over others, effective use of Big Data is needed in today’s marketplace. Many Big Data sources like literature data base, interview content, web content, social media are key tools for Medical affairs and can help them achieve the following:

- Real world data / Evidence
- Valuable medical information
- Unique patient insights
- Spot drug safety signals
- Data management relationships
- Identify Key opinion leaders
- Scientific publication / reporting strategy
- Health economics and outcomes
- Relationships and interaction between entities e.g. care provider and patient
- Real time monitoring
- Risk Analysis
There is an increasing interest in text mining and information extraction strategies being applied to life sciences literature due to increasing number of electronically available publications stored in databases. Above Diagram 1 shows the use of literature databases and word indexes to search the data in order to get most relevant articles or publications pertaining to their scope of search. Since it is required that only authentic source of data should be used for justifying the efficacy or safety, social media is not considered as potential data source so far. Also most of the companies do not utilize advance analytical tools, as they restrict themselves to reporting only.

But the growing amount of information available in conversations, interviews or social media cannot be ignored for long. As such the same is included in Diagram 2. Many companies have already started taking note of the conversations happening about their product in professional social networks Facebook, Twitter and in Blogs. The explosion of use of social media is highly relevant to Medical Information. It’s not just about marketing and promotion campaigns, it’s about getting more insightful information about drugs, new diseases, chemical compositions, genes, trace & track a dialogue which is currently happening or a subject of interest and discussions. We need to be where the conversations about medicines are taking place.

In today's virtual world, social media conversations are having a direct impact on pharmaceutical sales and brand reputations, especially when conversations are off-label. Every day patients are questioning their treatment results and making product choices based on online conversations, many of which consist of un-edited and un-qualified user generated content.
Patients and their caregivers are able to interact with each other, as well as healthcare providers and Life Sciences companies from across the globe in real-time. They are doing so in unprecedented numbers. For many individuals now the first place they seek medical information is online. On the other hand, patients are also sharing valuable information about their thought processes and behavior.

As shown in Diagram 2, if Big Data sources are utilized correctly with the use of analytical tool and proper algorithms, the insights that we can get out of the results can potentially help all functions of drug development - from R&D to pharmacovigilance. Also it can bring in predictability in the system whereby companies will be more prepared.
Conclusion

With emerging social media and interactive medical blogging sites on the rise, it becomes imperative that Medical Affairs has to give importance to both using and monitoring this scientific exchange. Determine what may be expected on efficacy, what new developments can change the usage of your drug, and how you can do your part to prevent consumers receiving false information has become all the more important.

As the usage of BIG DATA becoming imperative with each passing time, medical affairs will also evolve and will use this opportunity to use greater source of data, so as to provide value based inputs to its stakeholders.
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